
 
 
 
 
 

Collect some objects. . These can be strange or everyday objects from around your home.
Please make sure to ask permission from the owner of these items before you display them in
your cabinet! You only need between 5 and 10 objects to start your display, as you can add to
it later.

 
Create a history. A story for each object, either true or fake. To get started, think of a real
story about one of your objects. You can  keep the ‘real’ story or  change it a little or get really
creative and change it completely! Create a story for each object. If you get stuck you can use
our step by step guide to creating stories.

 
Design and make a plaque.  A sign for each object. This will be a short piece of information,
written or typed that can include the name of the object, where it is from, when you got it and a
few sentences about the object. You can get creative with this too and decide how you want
your plaque to look. We like the old authentic look, there are lots of tutorials on the internet on
ways to age paper – just make sure you ask an adult for help if required.
 
Curate your objects. Arrange them, with their descriptions however you like – it is your
cabinet of curiosities after all!! Now you can admire your work, take family on a guided tour,
create a guided video tour, or share photographs of your cabinet. 
 
 
Please do share any photographs with us too, we would love to see what you create! You can
email info@wearechol.co.uk. You can also visit our website www.wearechol.co.uk for more
ideas and activities.

A Cabinet of Curiosities is a
collection of strange or interesting

objects that have been put on
display together. This can be on a

shelf, in a room or as the name
suggests, in a cabinet.

We love stories at Chol,
and we absolutely love

thinking up new ways to
tell them. 

 
With a bit of imagination –

anything is possible! 

 
One place that many weird and
wonderful stories can be found

are the old Cabinets of
Curiosities. 

Create a Cabinet of Curiosities

???



Welcome to this quick
tutorial on creating stories

for objects. Here you will find
an easy step by step guide

for when you are a bit stuck,
or your imagination needs

warmed up. 

Firstly you need an object! It will
help if you have the object in front
of you so that you can use all your
senses to help you. However, if this
is not possible a picture will do just
as well. You will just need to delve a

little bit deeper into your
imagination!

Creating Stories for Objects

???

Use the Senses
Sight
Holding the object, or looking at the picture, look really closely at it and see if there are any marks on it. If it
helps, write down some adjectives to describe it. How did the object get the marks? You might know – it might
have been you! Or be inventive and make it up.

Touch

Hearing

Smell and Taste

Next feel, or imagine touching, the object, how does it feel? Is it rough, smooth, are there places other people
might have touched? Who? Why? Are there places that are worn away? Write all these ideas down, adding
adjectives as you go.

Does your object make a sound? What does it sound like? Does it make the sound by itself or do you have to
do something to make the sound. Will the object only make the sound when something special happens or is
about to happen? Write it all down.

For health and safety please do not taste you object, but use your imagination. You can smell it, it might be
helpful to close your eyes to smell it. Write down anything it reminds you of or any pictures that appear in
your mind when you smell it. Make sure you include adjectives to help describe the smell.

Now, go back to all the notes and pick out your favourite ideas. Don’t worry about discarding some of the them,
writing is all about editing. And you might want to use those ideas for another object or story. An idea is never lost!
Finally, piece them all together and you will begin to see a story emerging. To complete your ideas add in some
more details such as where the object is from, when it is from and who might have owned it. If you are feeling
really creative you could write a whole short story based around this one object. 
 
What else can you do with the story? You can use the story for anything, why not try to create your own
animation, comic book or play script. With a bit of imagination, anything is possible!


